
WEEK SIXTEEN B : TASMANIA TOUR SUNDAY 15  JANUARY- 
FRIDAY 20 JANUARY  2023 

 

TOUR SUMMARY BY SOREN HUGHES TOUR MANAGER 
The first Tasmanian tour was booked in August 2021 as a tour of Hobart only in October that year. Unfortunately 
(and yet fortunately), the first wave of Covid outbreaks in Sydney meant that the Tasmanian borders slammed shut 
and we were condemned to sunny Sydney whilst it rained all week in Tasmania which would have resulted in no 
cricket played. Our second attempt at the tour was a visit to both Hobart and Launceston in January 2022 (in order 
to see better weather). Again a Covid outbreak in NSW intervened and the border slammed shut to the New South 
Welsh and so our Victorian members went to Tassie anyway and had a good time without us (the Tassie borders 
re-opened 2 days into the cancelled tour for some reason).  

So January 2023 was the third attempt. Our bus driver had retired, no-one really cared much about Covid and we 
had to replace several previously committed tourists with new tourists in order to make the numbers work. We had 
a week booked into a new hotel in Hobart CBD adjacent the mall and would then, with a quick trip our to Richard 
Clark’s raspberry empire, make the journey to Launceston via Ross (which I am told has the best scallop pies in 
Tasmania despite being as far inland as one can be in Tasmania). Tasmania is a lovely place to visit, offering its 
guests natural beauty, friendly people and a talent for making whisky, craft beer, cider and chocolate. The seafood 
and steak is pretty good too.  

The cricket was fiercely played, despite our opponents typically being about 20 years older than us on average, 
and we rarely dropped a trick. Some of us played our best innings in the nets with Kim Hughes’ brother Glen (who 
is also on the honours board at Bellerive for scoring a few hundreds for Tasmania). Others took it onto the field and 
after a slow start with catching, the fielding standards lifted as the tour progressed. Jed Wesley-Smith’s umpiring 
interventions also slowed a little too – some thought he was imitating a bird flapping its wings in signalling wides at 
times but he found other things to do in the end.  

There were several awards presented at the end of tour dinner: 

• To our captains: Peter Rolls, Jim Hadley, Scott Wells and Luke Holman; 
• To our umpire Jed Wesley Smith  
• To our chief scorer: Rodger Robertson 
• For most runs scored: Tom Robertson (also most balls bowled in a single over) 
• For most wickets: Soren Hughes (stealing the trophy from Joe Scarcella by economy rate in the last game) 
• For must catches: Jim Hadley (although he might have dropped a few too) 
• For most runs scored by a female on tour: Charlotte Kent 

Congratulations to all involved, a successful tour and we are all looking forward to the next tour whether it be in 
Napier NZ, Queenstown NZ, Country NSW, Croatia, the Caribbean, Thailand, Fiji, Bangladesh or anywhere else in 
the world CCNSW may tour. 

 

 

 



 

TASMANIA TOUR GAME 1   v LAST OVER XI (ACS)  AT  SNUG OVAL, WOODBRIDGE  ON 
SUNDAY 15  JANUARY 2023: REPORT BY PETER ROLLS 

 

Back row: Mike Gandy (Umpire), Dan Turner. Soren Hughes, Martin Speiser, Ian Robertson, Andrew Davis (w), 
Luke Holman, Ed Robertson, Jed Wesley-Smith (Umpire) 

Front row: Craig Fletcher, Tom Robertson (c), Greg Ballarino, Peter Rolls, Joe Scarcella 

Third time lucky for this CCNSW touring party after Covid canned attempts in 2021 and 2022. 

Our first game and  LOXI did a great job in getting us another ground on short notice after the one planned at 
Woodbridge was taken over by the Tasmanian Fire Service on the morning of the game, commandeering the 
Woodbridge Oval as a helicopter landing pad to assist fighting a bushfire on South Bruny Island.   

A chilly windy 19°C greeted the visitors but clear skies and fresh air was welcome compared to our normal ‘Big 
Smoke’. LOXI won the toss and elected to bat on this immaculately wide synthetic wicket (except the ducks earlier 
must have thought it was a landing strip with bombs away). After the clean-up we started on time. 

We were in good hands with umpires Mike Gandy and our Jed Wesley-Smith. Mike has had the honour of playing 
for his country in over 60s and 70s cricket. He is also a life member of Cricket Tasmania and was, very kindly  to 
assist our private tour of Bellerive Oval two days later where we were to find out that he is affectionately known as 
“Mahat” (as in Mahatma Gandhi). 



Craig Fletcher and Dan Turner  opened our  bowling and a tight first two overs ensued. But then LOXI little leftie 
Roger Wilcox threw the kitchen sink at us and made a quick fire 30* retired. Other open Mal Brown (6) assisted 
Roger with turning over the strike to Dan’s displeasure until Ed Robertson (aged in his early 20s!) took a screamer 
at grass level diving forward at mid-off to get Mal Brown  and our first wicket to Dan’s redemptive delight. 1-21 off 6 
overs. Skipper Mick Hortle also assisted Roger Wilcox with giving him the strike until Joe Scarcella  in his third over 
of accuracy skittled Hortle for 9. 2-68 off 15. 

Bruce Johnson (21) and Noor Parkar (30* retired) upped the tempo until Luke Holman found his rhythm and Soren 
Hughes in his fourth over bowled Johnson comprehensively. 3-111 of 26 (‘Nelson’!). Ian Robertson (also aged 
early 20s) put the chastity on LOXI middle order with two maidens. A slick run out from the boundary by Dan 
Turner to keeper Ed Robertson put LOXI on the back foot. 4-118 off 30. (Ed had taken over keeping from Andrew 
Davis after 20 overs). Martin Speiser bowled well and an easy catch to Andrew Davis at cover for his wicket. 5-127 
off 32. Andrew got our final wicket with a plum lbw 6-127 off 33. 

Pat Henry (33* retired) devoured Peter Roll’s slow bowling like swallowing in-season cherries. Tom Robertson in a   
cameo performence came on for his first and our final over of the innings with father Rodger on the sideline taking 
bets with the locals on how many wides Tommy would bowl. Rodger did his shirt on this unusual occasion with only 
a wide smile from Tommy as he conceded only 6 runs and no wides or no balls. (Editor’s note”:read match report on 
game 3 below for a contrast) LOXI ended at 6-169, leaving CCNSW with 170 to win in 40 overs (4.25/over). 

The interval saw our hosts provide an excellent BBQ lunch that filled us to capacity and we wanted a snooze in the 
massive dressing room sheds designed for Aussie Rules footy warm ups. 

Not the tour start we were looking for with Greg Ballarino (0) bowled in the second over (maybe wanting to go back 
to the pavilion for more snags!): 1-7 off 2. Then Soren Hughes (12) also bowled by Kel Anderson (a 75yo who still 
plays for Australia Over 70s) in the fourth over. 2-24 off 4. 

Tom Robertson  held firm with uncharacteristic control and respect for the LOXI bowlers. Only one six in his innings 
of 33* retired to show how controlled he was. Andrew Davis (31* retired) assisted Tommy by using Freudian 
psychology to control his urges and then he and skipper Peter Rolls (16) continued the momentum until Davis 
(31*ret) retired. Dan Turner (1) came and went caught at gully: 3-102 off 18 and ahead of the run rate required. 
Peter Rolls departed from a ‘superman’ catch at square leg by Roger Wilcox reaching high and grabbing the ball 
with his finger tips. 4-146 off 28. Martin Speiser plundered anything loose, also to retire at 31*. Luke Holman  (0) a 
first ball lbw: 5-151 off 31. Joe Scarcella (1*) and Ed Robertson (6*) finished them off with 5 overs to spare and an 
enjoyable first game victory in good spirit played by both teams. 

Speeches after the game saw Roger Wilcox get Man of the Match for LOXI and presented with a CCNSW Tour 
cap. Tom Robertson was awarded by LOXI with our Man of the Match and proceeded to spruik his justifiable 
selection with both Andrew Davis  and Martin Speiser  a close second. 

After the speeches,  the adventurous equivalent to the von Trapp Family was the Kent family (hubby David, wife 
Gabby, 16 yr old son Darcy, and 15 yr old daughter Charlotte) who had all been  rostered off for this game, kindly 
bought for Tommy, our umpire, Jed Wesley-Smith and a few others the famous Bruny oysters. Sampling these 
bivalve molluscs was like music to our tongues. After Tommy scoffed a dozen he was looking for his wife Nancy for 
the after effects! 

The Team was (playing 12): - Tom Robertson (c) 33* ret not out, Greg Ballarino 0, Soren Hughes 12, Andrew 
Davis (w1) 31* ret not out, Peter Rolls 16, Dan Turner 1, Martin Speiser 31* ret not out, Luke Holman 0, Joe 
Scarcella 1*, Ed Robertson (w2) 6*, Ian Robertson dnb and Craig. Fletcher dnb 

The Result was: - 

Last Over XI: - 6-169 (40 overs) 



Lost to 

C.C.N.S.W.: - 5-170 (35 overs) (Tom Robertson 33* ret not out; A. Davies 31* ret not out; M. Speiser 31* ret not 
out) 

By 5 wickets 

FoW: - 1-7 (G. Ballarino); 2- 29 (S. Hughes); 3-102 (D. Turner); 4-148 (P. Rolls).5-151 (L. Holman);  

The Bowling was: - C. Fletcher 5-1-12-0; D. Turner 5-0-37-1; J. Scarcella 5-0-17-1; L. Holman 5-0-22-0; S. 
Hughes 4-0-11-1; Ian Robertson 5-2-3-0; A. Davis 3-1-10-0 ; M. Speiser 5-0-20-1, P. Rolls 2-0-21-0; Tom 
Robertson 1-0-6-0 

The Fielding was: - 

Stumpings: - Nil 

Catches: - One to A. Davis and one to Edward Robertson 

Run outs: - One to D, Turner 

TASMANIA TOUR GAME 2 v SOUTHERN VETERANS XI AT RICHMOND  OVAL, 
RICHMOND ON TUESDAY  17 JANUARY 2023: REPORT BY JIM HADLEY 

 



Back Row:  John Fish, Andrew Davis, Rodger Robertson (non player), Craig Fletcher, Joe Scarcella, Darcy Kent, 
Jed Wesley-Smith, Soren Hughes (Mgr), Ian Robertson, Greg Ballarino, Luke Holman, David Kent 

Front row: Edward Robertson, Dan Turner, Jim Hadley, Tom Robertson (c) 

Absent: Richard Clark, Charlotte Kent, Martin Speiser 

CCNW lost the toss and was sent in on an artificial wicket. Father and elder son, Tom and Ed Robertson opened 
up. Ed got off to a flyer and looked likely to beat his father to the 30 retirement total but a late flurry from Tom had 
him back  in the sheds retired not out with 30* off 19 balls. Ed soon followed with 32* retired not out off 24 balls. 
Another father son partnership started between Darcy and David Kent till Darcy departed stumped  for 6 off 7 balls. 
Greg Ballarino joined David and 2 balls later was lbw for 0 bringing John Fish to the wicket. John and David put on 
a chanceless partnership with David finding the pavilion roof a couple of times and both ultimately retired 
unconquered  David Kent with 33* off 32 balls and John  Fish with 30* off 29 balls. Dan Turner looked in great 
touch till getting caught for 7 off 13 balls bringing in Jed Wesley Smith who with Soren Hughes kept the boundaries 
flowing and both quickly retired beyond 30. Ian Robertson got out cheaply for 4 bringing Craig Fletcher to the 
wicket where he and Jim Hadley put on some quick runs with Jim caught for 20 off only 11 balls and. ‘Fletch’ 
retiring not out for 27*  which brought in a recycled Tom Robertson and Ed Robertson. Tom Robertson hit another 
12 runs off 6 balls before being caught for 42  and Ed a more sedate 7 runs off 8 balls to end up 39* off 32 balls, 
joined at the end by David Kent who ended up 46* off 42 balls. At the end of our 40 overs, CCNSW was 6- 301. 

Our youngsters Ian Robertson (aged 21) and Darcy Kent (aged 16) opened the bowling and proved a bit slick for 
their elder opponents, Ian 2-11 off five overs and Darcy 0-8 off five overs. Soren Hughes served up some similar 
tight overs with 1-10 off 4 overs and Craig Fletcher and Greg Ballarino (leggy) bowled well without much luck – 
‘Fletch’ 1-22 off 4 overs and Greg 0-28 off 5 overs. Ed Robertson (aged 23) has never bowled so late in an innings 
and surprised the Southern Veterans’ lower order with good pace and 1-24 off 6 overs with Dan Turner bowling an 
immaculate 1-9 of five overs and David Kent chipping in to cap off a great individual game with 1-12 off 3 overs and 
a good catch.  

After 40 overs, the Southern Veterans XI ended at 8-142. Beautiful ground and surroundings and great bunch of 
guys in the opposition made for a top day on tour. 

The Team was (playing 12): - Tom Robertson 42 (25 balls), Ed Robertson 39* (32 balls), Darcy Kent 6 (7 balls), 
David Kent 46* (42 balls), Greg Ballarino 0 (2 balls), John Fish 30* ret not out (29 balls), Dan Turner 7 (13 balls), 
Jed Wesley-Smith (w) 30* ret not out (22 balls), Soren Hughes 33* ret not out (21 balls), Ian Robertson 4 (3 balls), 
Craig Fletcher 27* ret not out (27 balls), Jim Hadley 20 (11 balls) (Extras 18) 

The Result was:  

C.C.N.S.W.: - 6-301 (40 overs) (David Kent 46*; Tom Robertson 42) (NB Inc 18 extras) 

Defeated 

Southern Veterans XI: - 8-142 (40 overs) (NB Inc 25 extras) 

By 159 runs 

FoW: - 1- 63 (Darcy Kent); 2-75 (G. Ballarino); 3-150 (D. Turner); 4-208 (Ian Robertson). 5-254 (J. Hadley); 6-276 
(Tom Robertson) 

The Bowling was: - Ian Robertson 5-0-11-2; Darcy Kent 5-1-8-0; S. Hughes 4-0-10-1; C. Fletcher 4-0-22-1; G. 
Ballarino 6-0-28-0; Edward Robertson 6-1-24-1; D. Turner 5-0-9-1; David Kent 3-1-12-1; J. Fish 2-0-17-0 

The Fielding was: - 



Stumpings: - Nil 
 
Catches: - One to J. Wesley-Smith (w) and One to both David Kent and J. Hadley 
 
Run outs: - One to Ian Robertson 
 

 

 

TASMANIA TOUR GAME 3   v NORTHERN VETERANS XI AT THE ROSS RECREATION 
GROUND, ROSS ON WEDNESDAY 18  JANUARY 2023: REPORT BY SCOTT WELLS 

 

Back row: Jed Wesley Smith (umpire), Joe Scarcella, Martin Speiser, David Kent, Darcy Kent, Edward Robertson, 
John Fish, Jim Hadley (obscured in red shirt- reserve) 

Front Row: Ian Robertson, Peter Rolls, Scott Wells (c) & (w), Andrew Davis 

Absent: Charlotte Kent, Richard Clark, Luke Holman and Tom Robertson 

As our time in Hobart came to end, we awoke the morning of Wednesday 18th January not to the sound of illegal 
immigrants fleeing the local Raspberry Farm to escape homeland security but the sound of a diesel engine running 
on the kerbside. Breakfasts were scoffed and a search for Tommy commenced. 



Another day on tour, another road trip – this time to the historical township of Ross most famously known for its 
three arch bridge over the Macquarie River – commissioned in 1836 and designed by John Lee Archer (with a 
name like that as if he’d use piers) and built by convicts (presumably predominantly descendants of the  Romans). 
It is the third oldest bridge in Australia. 

Anyhow enough education as we were still on overload from the day prior learning how to de-pip strawberries 
using your only tooth and the thorn from a slo bush or something like that – it all became a blur having to listen to 
all the boring details before we could smash some fresh berries. In hindsight perhaps that was a stall whilst all the 
convicts were hidden from sight and scurried back to their camp squallers. 

Back to the game, we arrived at Ross to a lovely looking field and turf pitch which in the previous years had been 
subject to damage from flooding. You know you are in for a special day when three or four tea ladies had already 
started preparing lunch prior to your arrival. Scott Wells was captain for the day as voted Sunday evening (in his 
absence).  

Our team was a good balance of bat and ball plus youth and old blokes. Notably, two families made up half of the 
team. Tom Robertson with his two sons Ed and Ian plus David Kent with his siblings Darcy and Charlotte. “Deadly” 
Jed Wesley-Smith had volunteered himself to umpire for the day. Wells called incorrectly and the home side 
elected to bat first. 

Jed had no hesitation firing their opener second ball of the match lbw to Joe Scarcella. ‘I didn’t want to miss out on 
the scones’ (he later said). Ian (or maybe it was Ed?) Robertson opened from the other end with only three runs 
taken off his opening three overs. Following this was a very cautious start with only 12 runs off the first 8 overs. 
Bowling changes were made to try to induce a wicket or at least a shot of some conviction. Darcy Kent and Andrew 
Davis were the first two change bowlers but alas still no wickets. 

Their opener and number 3 batted well yet cautiously and both ended up retiring for 43* and 42* respectively. The 
next wicket did not fall until the 24th over to Ed (or was it Ian?) Robertson to a well-timed catch to Marty Speiser.  

Runs started to flow and so did the wickets. Luke Holman, Rich (the Berry Baron) Clark continued to toil. At this 
stage, we were looking desperate for wickets and when you are desperate, where better to look than Tom 
Robertson. He was thrown the ball. This became the catalyst of one of the biggest betting scandals to hit Ross 
since the infamous Uncle (of John) Winston Fish – tried to arm wrestle a tiger snake almost two years prior (google 
it).  

Anyhow Tom started well with his first delivery - spot on. Unfortunately only so much talent can be extruded from 
him. Approx. 15 minutes, 4 umpire warnings and countless expletives later “that over” was completed. This over 
will later go down  in history to become the theme of a well strum JWS folk song, Netflix 5-part docu-series and 
reason for loss of three local cattle stations. 

Post nap time, Charlotte Kent replaced Tom and wasted no time in removing their No 6’s middle stump. From there 
a late flurry of wickets and runs saw the home team get to 7-209 runs off their allocated 40 overs. Ably assisted by 
16 wides and 13 no balls. 

A mighty lunch was enjoyed – not enough can be said about this feast so I won’t add any more details here. 

The CCNSW innings was opened up by Andy Davis and Marty Speiser. A solid start with 44 off the first 10 overs 
making a nice platform to launch for the runs. Unfortunately Speiser had to retire hurt with an injured elbow thought 
to be from picking too many berries earlier in the week. This bought John Fish to the crease who watchfully 
progressed to 19* seeing off his maximum 40 balls allocation before retirement. Some said he should have retired 
earlier but others thought he still had a few good years left in him yet. 



Peter Rolls came to the crease looking to get things rolling (sorry) and was watchful early. He was joined and 
quickly separated by Ian (or Ed) Robertson. With the score now 3 for 122 after 30 overs things were looking at 
getting a little tighter than planned. A well made 29 from Rolls and solid 9 from David Kent saw the scene set for a 
‘Ranga’ revival. With both these players Wells and Tom Robertson still scarred from “the over” they felt they were 
obliged to get things moving. After watchful starts, they both started to get used to the pitch and proceeded to 
plunder the bowlers to all parts both retiring at 40* off 33 and 43* off 23 balls respectively. 

The game still needed finishing with Richard Clark, ‘the Berry Barron’ (fired by ‘Deadley Jeddly’) out second ball, 
lbw for a duck), and Ed Robertson bowled first ball  but Darcy Kent compiling a rapid well made 18* at a run a ball, 
and  with Luke Holman, getting CCNSW to 5-215 securing the win within 40 overs. 

A great day of cricket where all participated hosted by a lovely bunch of ‘Rossians’ capped off with left over 
sandwiches and scones and local lager.  

The Team was (playing 14): - Andrew Davis 17 (22 balls), Martin Speiser 17* ret not out (28 balls), John Fish 19* 
ret not out(43 balls), Peter Rolls 29* ret not out (41 balls), Ian Robertson 1 (4 balls), Scott Wells (w) 40* ret not out 
(33 balls), David Kent 9 (13 balls), Tom Robertson 43* ret not out (23 balls), Darcy Kent 18* (18 balls), Richard 
Clark 0 (2 balls), Ed Robertson 0 (1 ball), Luke Holman 0* (5 balls), Joe Scarcella dnb. Charlotte Kent dnb 

The Result was: - 

Northern Veterans XI: - 7-209 (45 overs) (NB Inc 32 extras) 

Lost to  

C.C.N.S.W.: - 5-215 (40 overs) (Tom Robertson 43* ret not out; S. Wells 40* ret not out) (NB Inc 22 extras) 

By 5 wickets 

FoW: - 1-48 (A. Davis); 2- 105 (Ian Robertson); 3-122 (David Kent); 4-176 (R. Clark). 5-206 (Ed Roberson) 

The Bowling was: - J. Scarcella 7-1-21-2; Ian Robertson 4-1-7-0; Darcy Kent 3-0-7-0; A, Davis 3-0-13-0; Ed 
Robertson 5-0-13-1; M. Speiser 5-0-34-0; L. Holman 6-0-42-1; R. Clark 4-0-21-0; Tom Robertson 1-0-13-0; David 
Kent 3-0-6-0  Charlotte Kent 4-0-28-1 

The Fielding was: - 

Stumpings: - One to S. Wells (w) 

Catches: - One to M. Speiser 

Run outs: - One to Darcy Kent 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TASMANIA TOUR GAME 4   v  THE TWILIGHTERS XI AT TREVALLYN  OVAL, 
TREVALLYN ON FRIDAY 20  JANUARY 2023: REPORT BY LUKE HOLMAN 

 

 

Back row: Jed Wesley-Smith (umpire), Joe Scarcella, Charlotte Kent, Andrew Davis, Martin Speiser, Craig 
Fletcher, Luke Holman (c), David Kent (reserve –in blue) 

Front row: John Fish, Jim Hadley, Scott Wells (w), Peter Rolls, Darcy Kent, Soren Hughes    

Feel like it might be a long day playing The Twilighters   

Coming into the final tour game against Twilighters CCNSW were 3 wins from 3 games, so absolutely no pressure. 
We amassed in the foyer of Launceston Country Club at a respectable 9:30am for the bus pick up, only for “no bus 
on duty today, better fix yourselves some cabs” mumbled the diligent concierge.    

After some cab hustling we arrived at a tousled AFL size oval which at first glance looked like it had hosted a 
Wallaby rave the night before. Droppings everywhere the eye could see. The hosts didn’t bat an eyelid calling for 
the industrial mower for a surface trim, removing Wallaby poo and a grass cut at the same time - bonus. Our 



opposition The Twilighters skippered by Gary Collins didn’t seem too concerned about the delay, Twilighter by 
name and game plan it seemed. After watching the mower do circle work for 45min a charming oval in the leafy 
suburb of Trevallyn revealed itself. 

 Perfect conditions presented, a pleasant 23 degrees, slightly overcast with a light westerly. CCNSW won the toss 
(yet again) and decided to have a bat first on the lime green synthetic pitch. MCC rules applied (according to our 
very own semi-professional ump Jed ‘The Finger’ Wesley-Smith) + max 6 overs per bowler and 40 balls or 40 runs 
for batters, whichever came first. Start time around high noon, Tasmania gets dark around 9pm, so no problems 
with time or light. 

Our opening pair Peter Rolls and Jim Hadley bolted early, lofting and striking anything short and wide, the first 30 
runs from 6 overs of leisurely but exact bowling. Jim was first to depart trying to monster a loose delivery, bowled 
for 22/18 balls, quickly followed by Peter who was fingered by Jed, lbw for 10/15 balls with the score at 36 from 7 
overs. Nothing says drama like a halt in play and some animated finger waving, apparently the Twilighters keeper 
was keen to stand up to the stumps sans helmet much to Jed’s censure (and ICC rule Section 7.5.3 being recited a 
few times), after a 10min Mexican standoff the keeper was permitted to have his teeth knocked out if he so chose.  

Andrew Davis and Joe ‘The Don’ Scarcella then paired to lift the run rate, unsuccessfully, Andy attempting to move 
through the gears aggressively skied one and was well caught for 11/16 balls, and ‘The Don’ was castled by the 
flighty Lebroc for 18/27 balls in over 16. After starting patiently Soren Hughes and John Fish toyed with the 
opposition each scoring freely to mark out nicely balanced wagon wheels. Soren soon retired 32*/40 balls to give 
Craig Fletcher an opportunity to make bank in the middle, only for ‘Fletch’ to also be castled by the flighty Lebroc 
for 0/2 balls in over 23. While Fish kept playing with his opponents Charlotte Kent (believed to be the first female 
player on a CCNSW tour to take a wicket) got her defence working and promptly got off the mark from 11 balls. 
Fish fittingly retired on 43*/32 balls after remembering scoring 4s saves running. Out came CCNSW skipper for 
game No. 4 Luke Holman offering some sage encouragement to young Charlotte and in the blink of an eye they 
put together a 50 run partnership before Charlotte retired on 17*/40 balls with the score 193 from 37 overs 
(marvellous batting from the young gal on tour). The other young Kent on tour 16 yr old Darcy then arrived at the 
crease unleashing an opportune 4 through mid-wicket on ball one, and was caught trying to replicate the same 
shot from ball two. The skipper stuck around until the final over eventually stumped for 34/37 balls, very capably 
supported at the death by Martin Speiser striking a clean 10*/7 balls  and a swashbuckling three ball innings for 11* 
from Scott ‘I’ll play if I have to’ Wells (including a first ball murdered for six with an impossible shot).  

After 40 overs CCNSW concluded their innings at 7-220 (with only 12 sundries from ‘The Finger’). Collectively we 
considered a 221 target would be challenging to chase down if we bowled to our pedigree. Splendid tea served by 
the hosts and change of innings.   

The one thing every skipper loves is a sharp opening quick bustling through the crease with two slips, two gullies, 
and a lurking offside field ready to strike. So you can imagine what happened next, first ball from young tearaway 
quick Darcy Kent edged and straight through the hands of Martin Speiser in gully. The other thing skippers love is 
nippy, agile fielders with rocket arms (fortunately on tour we had an arsenal of youngsters) and Darcy soon found 
himself running out the opener (Collins) with a display of flexible youth + rocket arm. Great start with score 1-14 
from 4 overs. In scenes reminiscent of ball one,  another healthy edge to gully off Darcy, this time straight to a guy 
with more time and style than a retro Casio watch, Jim Hadley snaffles it with his eyes closed (you beauty). Score 
check 2-31 at over 9. Meanwhile at the Gorge Road end, ‘The Don’ had a little trouble finding his line with left/right 
hand combinations, without giving too many away. Literally two overs later another short of a length Darcy delivery 
and another superlative catch by ‘keep him in gully’ Jim Hadley. Andrew Davis then started from the hillside end 
with some swinging left arm darts bowling tight lines, unlucky  not to get a breakthrough. Keen to get into the 
action Soren Hughes castled (Reid) with a jaffa pitched on the pegs and the score  4-43 from 14 overs. When 
(Edmunds) the 5th wicket was caught by a ‘Steve Smith finger nail screamer’ by young Darcy Kent off the bowling 
of Soren in over 16 you could sense the Twilighters were a little shaken and stirred. Some relief for them with 



drinks at 20 overs and score 5-63. Martin Speiser  bowled a couple of unplayable wobblers causing batsman some 
trouble, and Jim settled into his leggie routine at the hillside end. After a short period of free flowing scoring from 
(Walsh, Cocker and Kelly) Luke Holman operating from the Gorge Road end picked up 2 cheapish wickets and Jim 
also getting amongst the action with 1 scalp off his 6, with the score now 8-120 from 32 overs, and almost 
impossible for The Twilighters to manoeuvre themselves into a competitive position. For the remaining 8 overs the 
Twilighters’ tail dug in against young Charlotte Kent  who bowled 4 clean overs and  Craig Fletcher who had some 
chatter with ‘The Finger’ about leg side consistency. Fittingly Soren took the last over for a single digit and we 
concluded a memorable tour with a handsome victory.        

The Twilighters score a total of 8-152 (with 24 sundries issued by ‘the Finger’) losing by 68 runs, and the 2023 
CCNSW Tasmanian touring side remains undefeated.                     

The opposition were keen to get post match drinks flowing, lots of banter about CCNSW touring tales, an invitation 
to visit harbour city, and some classic Tassie jokes thrown in (by our very own misfit Tommy  Robertson). All round 
great game, quality opposition, and a good bunch of blokes. Counting down the days until the next tour.             

The team was (playing 12): -Peter Rolls 10 (15 balls), Jim Hadley 22 (18 balls), Joe Scarcella 18 (27 balls), 
Andrew Davis 11 (16 balls), Soren Hughes 32* ret not out  (40 balls), John Fish 43* ret not out  (32 balls), Craig 
Fletcher 0 (2 balls), Charlotte Kent 17* ret not out (40 balls), Luke Holman (c) 34 (37 balls), Darcy Kent 4 (2  balls), 
Martin Speiser 10* (7 balls), Scott Wells (w) 11*  (3 balls) 

The Result was:  

C.C.N.S.W.: - 7-220 (40 overs) (J. Fish 43* ret not out) 

Defeated 

The Twilighters XI: - 8-152 (40 overs)  

By 68 runs 

FoW: - 1-29 (J. Hadley); 2-36 (P. Rolls); 3-54 (A. Davis); 4-80 (J. Scarcella); 5-112 (C. Fletcher); 6- 197 (Darcy 
Kent); 7-210 (L. Holman). 

The Bowling was: - Darcy Kent 6-0-17-2; J. Scarcella 4-0-14-0; S. Hughes 6-1-13-2; A. Davis 4-1-11-0; M. 
Speiser 4-1-22-0; J. Hadley 6-0-27-1; L. Holman 4-0-21-2; Charlotte Kent 4-0-17-0; C. Fletcher 2-0-9-0 

The Fielding was: - 

Stumpings: - Nil 
 
Catches: - 2 to J. Hadley and 2 to S. Hughes; one to each of Darcy Hughes and M. Speiser 
 
Run outs: - One to Darcy Kent 

 


